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UX ResearchUX Design

Tools

Times of constant change in finleap.connect

A design system for webtrekk

3 Years as a freelance

Basic Background Nice to haves

Overview

Methodologies

Stories

Extras

Contact

Know the users


Questionnaires


Data informed


Problem Framing

Sketching


Wireframes


IA


Prototypes


Design Systems


Basic UI design


Basic Copywriting

Figma


Photoshop


Illustrator


After Effects


Premiere Pro

CSS, HTML, JS/Query 


3D


Sound design

I want more
experience here!

They’re more like

partners btw

Wanna know which? Talk 2 me

Also Pen & Paper!

Finleap is an interesting and challenging place - Stormy times of constant shifts and 

changes in product scopes, priorities, positions, company structure, PSD2 and Corona. 

Being in the product team and collaborating with other 2 top-notch product owners, 

together we have defined, planned and led the development of the company’s different 

products, meant to be fused together into one world-changing eco-system of banking 

APIs and connectivity.



A lot happened. Ask me more!

As part of my work at the product team, I developed a modular and reusable component 

library, in which I identified and catalogued the colors, fonts, grid and all UI ele- ments, 

guided by clear standards in a deployable document and prepared them to be assembled 

together in any interface and combination, while insuring consistency, scalability and 

great user experience.



I initiated, presented, advocated, defended and fought for this design infrastructure 

project through an extremely design-ignorant analytical environment, because I knew this 

is the missing piece in the Webtrekk puzzle.

As a freelance, one learns some interesting skills not directly related to his expertise: 

Always acquire new tools, self-promotion, negotiation, not to take things personally, 

dealing with never-thankful clients, book-keeping, never say no to a job, demand what I 

deserve, patience and persistence and the importance of doing a good job and finishing it 

within always impossible dead-lines, and above all - To love design.


If you don't learn that fast, you're out of the game. There are no second chances and no 

mercy.


My clients were advertising agencies and small businesses that aired online cam- paigns 

and needed material such as landing pages, banners, newsletters, presenta- tions and so 

on.

Spoken languages

Red Lines

About

English


Hebrew


German

Exploitation of User Data

Spying, Stalking and Surveillance

Profiling

Facial Recognition

Porn, Hate, Gambling

Websites


Logo Design


Motion Graphics


Video Editing

made with  entirely in Figma️

Birthday

04.02.1984

Favorite

Food

Schnitzel

Coffee/Day

3

Humor

None

Pets

Dog, Twins

Hobbies

Cooking

Photography

agramse@gmail.com +49 157 5364 7411

www.zotus.co.il/in/adam-gramse-645453108/


